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according to the third law of thermodynamics, _______ possible is

-273.16 degrees centigrade. (a) that temperature is lowest (b) the

temperature is lowest (c) lowest temperature (d) the lowest

temperature 2 after the first world war, the author anais nin became

interested in the art movement known as surrealism and in

psychoanalysis, both _____her novels and short stories. (a) in which

the influence (b) of which influenced (c) to have influence (d) its

influence in 3 muskrats generally_______ close to the edge of a bog,

where their favorite plant foods grow plentifully. (a) staying (b) they

are staying (c) stay (d) to stay there 4 oliver elisworth,_____ of the

united states supreme court, was the author of the bill that established

the federal court system. (a) he was the third chief justice (b) the

third chief justice was (c) who the third chief justice (d) the third

chief justice 5 _______colonial period the great majority of

connecticut’s settlers came from england. (a) since (b) the time (c)

during the (d) it was 6 a politician can make a legislative proposal

more _____by giving specific examples of what its effect will be. (a)

to understanding (b) understandably (c) understandable (d) when

understood 7 playing the trumpet with dazzling

originality,_____dominated jazz for 20 years. (a) louis armstrong (b)

the influence of louis armstrong (c) the music of louis armstrong (d)

louis armstrong’s talent 8 before every presidential election in the



united states, the statisticians try to guess the proportion of the

population that _____for each candidate. (a) are voted (b) voting

(c) to be voted (d) will vote 9 ______at a river ford on the donner

pass route to california, the city of reno grew as bridges and railroads

were built. (a) settle (b) to settle (c) it was settling (d) having been
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